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NO. 3568HH & HT TYPE TELEPHONE SETS 

(Bear Marking "Bell System") (Special Sales Conditions Apply) 
(Card No. 2) 

No. 3568HH: Desk -type common battery, TOUCH-TONE® dial six-button key telephone set arranged for two-wire/four-wire 
service. The spring combinations associated with the six pushbuttons provide a hold and five line pickups with all pickups con
vertible for signaling. The pickup key buttons are illuminated and serve as line busy, hold line, and/or incoming call signals. 
The hold button is also arranged for illumination. The key is arranged to permit the interchangeability of any pickup line to any 
pickup position. Equipped with a line switch which provides six transfer contacts. 

Consists of a No. 66A4B dial, a No. 635A2 key, a No. 425K network, a printed circuit board assembly containing a No. 460A diode 
(used as a polarity guard) and a No. 485D diode (used as a surge protector), an MA4 relay which performs the necessary switch
ing between two-wire/four -wire configuration, an exclusion switch assembly operated by lifting the left plunger, a card oper
ated type line switch, two terminal strip assemblies, a plastic snap -on face plate which mounts from the top side and is arranged 
to accommodate a number card, a -TIA ringer, and the apparatus listed in the table (Card No. 3). 

The volume of the ringer may be varied by means of an external volume control. 
Arranged for but not equipped with a KS-8109 Ll buzzer which must be ordered seperately when required. 

Overall dimensions are 9.621 inches long by 5.625 inches wide by 5.234 inches high. 
Intended solely for specially engineered lines - Not for general telephone use . Shall not be used unless specified by service order . 

No. 3568HT : Same as No. 3568HH except equipped with a No. 66A3A dial. 
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